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1 Introduction 
In this paper we describe a scheme of kinematical identification of pd -+ ppri 
reaction events. Such a scheme is supposed to be used in data processing of the 
pd-+ ppn events to be colleCted at the spectrometer ANKE (COSY) [1, 2, 3]. As 
a result of using such a scheme, we have obtained the precision parameters of the 
ANKE spectrometer for the process pd -+ ppn. The approach proposed here can 
be easily adapted to any'exclusi~e process. -

2 Method 
. . 

Kinematical identification of hypotheses was introduced into data processing prac
tice more than thirty years ago [4, 5]. The purpose of this step is twofold: to check 
the hypothesis that_ a given event is ofthe type it is supposed_to be and ifit is 
true, to find more accurate estimates of the event parameters. For mini~izing the 
corresponding functional the so-called Lagrange multipliers method was proposed. 
In· this paper another technique, applicable to a wider class of problems, is used 
for kinematical identification [6-9]. 

In fig: 1· the setup layout is shown.· The setup consists of a target, a backward 
magnet with a system of drift chambers and a forward magnet with a system of 
proportional chambers. Hodoscopes of scintillation counters are used to produce 
signals for triggering.the'chambers. , . . . 

The process pd -+ ppn is fully described by the foll~wi~g variables: the coordi-
nates of the interaction point and momentum vectors of two protons, the forward 
and backward ones. In the model used we have done some simplifications: consi
dering that the transversal dimensions of the beam are small ( "'2 mm in diameter) 
and·the beam line is practically straight in the vicinity 1of the target 40 em long, 
the only essential parameter describing the interaction point is the coordinate 
along the beam line. It was generated randomly according to the uniform dis
tribution. Another simplification was to generate the kinematics of the reaction 
according to its phase space. Finally, we assumed that the measurement error of 
coordinates for all the track detectors was 500 p.m and the error for . the time of 

flight was 1 ns1 • • 
The field map contained three components of the field in the node's of the 

space lattice. In 'ref. [10] a polynomial model of the analytical representation of 
the magnetic field was ,described. All the field cakulations were carried out in 
the frameworkof.this model with the polynomials up to the third order. In this 
case 24 coefficients for any elementary volumew~re d~fined by preliminary fitting 
using known values in 8 corner. points of the volume~ ·· 

' .- .~ - .. ~ ..... , 

1 Here we used a -rather conservative a~proach and selected deliberately higher figures than 
one anticipated for the setup under development. 
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About 3000 events of the deuteron break-up were generated in which both pro
tons crossed respectively all planes of the backward and forward detector chambers 
and hit the corresponding scintillation hodoscopes. The Runge-Kutta tracking 
was done' according t~the method described in ref. [11] .. While tracki~g the 
particles Coulomb scatteririg in different elements of the setup. was taken into 
accounL 
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Fig. 1. Setup layout. All dimensions in em. 

A' range of the event parameters was as follows:· 
'• .: "j • 

- 20.0 em ... $ L . $ 2Q.O em 
-~ o.053 ::; : x~ ::; :o.39o 
- 0.027 .. S;,,Y~ ,$ O.o28, .. 

0.13 GeV/c $ !?1 , $ 0.51 GeV /c 
- 0.096, ,.$ ·: ;~ ::; 0.580 
- ,0.110 .$ ' y~ ::; 0.100 

0.56 .GeV /c .$. P2 $ 3.16 GeV /~ 

The following notations are used here: L is the coordinate of the interaction point 
(vertex coordinate), taken-along the beam relative to the middle of thetarget, 

· x~, y~, P1 'are the slope· coefficients along the x, y axes and the momentum for the 
backward proton, x~,y~,P2 arethe:same for the forward one._. .· . 

Th~sesimulated events were used as the input data for the fitti~g.program. 
The parameter estimates· were found by minimizing the following.x2

. form: 

· : .. (t..Tt _ 6.Tm)2 
x2 = L:Cxi- x;") · Gii · (xj- xi)+ a2 . (1) 

'&,] . I T 

with the constraint equation: 

[(Eb + mp)- (Et + E2W - Wb- (Pi+ .P2)]2 = m?,, 
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where xl.i are the "true" coordin~tes of the particle hits of the track detectors, xi,'i 
are their "measured" values, G;i is the weight matrix taking into account both 
errors of measurement and Coulomb scattering in the general case, 6.T1 is the 
"true" value of the time-of-flight difference between protons in the forward and 
backward detectors, t:J.Tm is the "measured" value of the time-of-flight difference 
and O'T is the error of tile time-of-flight measurement. The constraint equation is 
easily understandable: the missing Il)-asS of the reaction must be equal to tht: neu
tron mass; here Eb,P, are thebeam particle energy and momentum, E~>P~> E2 ,fi2 
are the energies and momenta of the forward and backward protons, mp, mn are 
the masses of the target proton and missing neutron respectively. 

. In order to do fitting we have to express the "true" coordinates in terms of . 
the functions of the parameters. It is well known that the equation of motion of 
a particle in the magnetic field is the Lorentz equation which in the coordinat"e 
representation is equivalent to differential equations of the seci>nd order. For an 
inhomogenious magnetic field these equations are usually solved by the R~nge
Kutta method if five initial parameters of the particle trajectory are known --'- two 
coordinates, their derivatives and the momentum. In our case there are only four 
initial parameters: the vertex coordinate, two derivativ~s and the momentum. 
Then the. hit coordinates xl.i and D.T1 are some regular functions of these four 
variables and the problem is to find these functions. Here it is done by the method 
described in ref. [12]. The idea of the method is to represent th(•se functions in th(• 
form of expansion into Taylor series over the initial 'parameters. The maximum 
power of the series is defined by.the condition that the approximation inaccuracy 
is l~ss than other unavoidable in'accuracies. 'In our case the major source of-the 
unavoidable inaccuracy is Coulomb scattering and we required that the approxi
mation inaccuracy must be less than or comparable with it. We used the Taylor 
series over four variables and obtained accuracies of approximation better than 
the Coulomb scattering errors. 

· In table 1 the Coulomb scattering errors for backward and forward protons 
are shown. The errors were calculated for the proton momentum 0.5 GeV /c for 
the backward proton and 1.5 GeV fc for the forward one. The method of taking 
Coulomb scattering into account is described in ref. [13]. Inaccuracies due to 
approximations, expressed as ;quare roots from mean quadratic deviations, are 
also given in table 1. 

Table 1. Coordinate inaccuracies (R.M.S. in em) causedcby 
_approximation procedure and Coulomb scattering 

Backward spectrometer Forward spectrometer 
O't 0'2 0'3 O't 0'2 0'3 

Function inaccuracy 0.060 0.100 0.120 0.032 0.056 0.080 
Coulomb inaccuracy 0.140 0.280 0.340 0.055 0.070 0.095 

Here all o-2, 0'3 are the function and Coulomb scattering errors for the first, second 
and third chambers respectively. 
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It is seen that the inaccuracies. caused .by .the approximation procedure are 
lower than the Coulomb scattering errors. 

3 'Results '' 

In fig, 2 and in the first column of'table 2' we show the a~curacies obtained with 
the model as described aboye. It is seen that the 'accuracies in momentum are 
':" 1.0%, in interaction coordinate- "'3.8 ~m and in' angle less than "'3.3 mrad. 

In the second column of tabl~2 the s~rrie,'accuracies in' the so-called "ideal" 
' ·'"' 0 

case are shown -when .we assume that functions for observables are known 
exactly. one can see that the accuracies are "'io% better, in 'other words if tht· 
Runge-Kutta tracking is done right during the kinematical fit, one will get 'these 
accuracies. In these cases the weight .matrix Gij in f~rmtila ( 1) was 'ivritten with 
taking into account both measureme11t~nd C~ulornb scattering errors. 

Soinetimes during parameter estimation C01llomb scattering is either not taken 
into account at all or dealt with in an approximate manner. To clarify the influence 
of such simplification we have conducted a special investigation in the framework 
of ·our model. In column 3 of table 2 we give the parameter accuracies when 
only measurement errors were includedin thernatrix Gii· .h1 comparison with 
column 2 we obtain a· "'40% decrease in accuracy. Iri the last column we show 
the accuracies when Coulomb scattering was included ~nly in the diagonal terms 
of the matrix G;j, i.e. all the correlation te;ms were neglected. It is seen that we 
again obtain a worse accuracy though ,worsening. is, not so big as, in tl~e previous 

case; 

'· Table. 2. Para~et~~~~cc~r~~y for aifferent ~ases .. 
1 2 3 4 

•. 
a(.6.L), ern ' 3.79 ·. 3.58 5.11 3.70 

a(~),% 1.o~r· 1.00 L11 1.06 

u(~),% 0.87 0.80 1.04 0.85 

a(!lx;), mrad .3.34 3.24 3.65 3.50 

a(L\yD, mrad 1.04 o;94 1.99 1.59 

a(!lx;), mrad 2.87 2.64 3.75 2.80 . 

a( fly;), mrad 0.68 0.58' 0.72 0.59 
.,. 

Finally; in fig 3. the time of flight differences are shown for the cases when a 
proton (or two) from deuteron bieak~up is replaced by a 1!'-meson taking the same 
momentum .. These spectra were obtained·for the same sample of evt?nts which 
was used during the model testing (rememb.er tliat the kinematics of the process 
was generated according to phase ,space). .. 
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Fig. 2. Parameter ~ccuracy in the model.' 
a) backward proton .6.pfp, b) forward proton .6.pfp, 

c) vertex coordinate .6.L (in em); d) slope coefficient .6.x~. 
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Fig. 3. Time of flight difference (in nsec) between the backward and forward 
' particles. 

a) backward- proton, forward- proton, 
b) backward - proton, forward - 11"-meson, 
c) backward- 11"-meson, forward- proton, 

d) backward:_ 1r-meson, forward- 11"-meson. 
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4 .Conclusion 

Using the model data we tested a scheme for selection of the deuteron break-up 
reaction. Briefly, the results can besummarizedas follows: 

II The proposed scheme gives good estimates of parameters and may be con~ 
sidered as a candidate for the proposed data processing procedure. , 

o Usage of the approximate functions which is much quicker than using Rimge
Kutta for event observables (in our modelin the polypomial form),'gi~es a 
~10% decrease in accuracy. 

• Coulomb scattering should be taken into account .during the kinematical 
analysis phase. Otherwise one loses . .-v40% in accuracy. 

The proposed scheme may be applied to any exclusive process. As for' inclusive 
processes, minimization of the quadratic form with a correct covariation matrix 
and'~se ofthe Runge-Kutta·method are. recom~ended if one is going to get. the 
maximal accuracy of estimates. Such an approach is resource-costing but the 

, performance of m9dern computers is high enough to permit it in. the case of . 
. experimental facilititbs like ANKE. 

We use the opportunity_ to thank theANKE collaborators for useful discus-
.. ; ' 
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AjneMo~ B~M.-n AP: · 
CxeMa KHHeMaTwJecimii H)].eHTn<f>nKaUHH 'co6w 
npouecca pd ~ ppn ua ycrauooKe ANKE 

,, llpe,WJO)I(eHa CXeMa KHHeMaTH\feCKOH . HJJ 

pd ~ ppn .Ha cneKTpOMeTPe ANKE. CneKTpo~ 
peHHeM riyql(e npoTOHHoro cnHXPOTPOHa C< 
BIIHHHHe OCHOBHbiX <f>aKTOpOB Ha T<l\fHOCTb onp 

- - ~ ~ " . ' 

· Pa6oTa Bbmoimeiia o Jla6opan:ipnH smepHb 

i,f 
( 

Coo6uteHHe 061.eJIHHeHHoro HHCTH"I)'Ta liJiep~ 

·. 

Artemov·V.M. et al. 
Scheme for Kinematical· Identification of Exclu 

" ~ . " . 
Process at ANKE Setup _, 

A scheme .for kinematical identificatio 
at the ANKE spectrometer is proposed. The 
i() work with the iJ;temal beam of the photon sy1 
The influence of the main factors on the 
is investigated. , 

The investigation has been' performed at th 
JINR. 
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